Monetize your time in the game!
Vela is a platform for people of any age, sex and nationality who like to play
computer games and leverage social media or develop new games and
apps. All together they create a unique blockchain infrastructure making
people happier and wealthier.
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Invest into your future!

Today gaming industry is developing rapidly and encouraging billionth
investments.
According to analysts, ICO involved into the gaming industry is up to 40%
of the total number of successful projects. Not surprising: various studies
show that this sector remains one of the most stable. Indeed, despite the
economic crisis, the dollar exchange rate and climate change, people still
need entertainment.
Experts predict that by 2021 spending on entertainment will be total $ 180.1
billion, or 10.3% market growth from 2017 to 2021.
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How It Works
Vela brings developers and players together. Developers can sell their
game and app development on our portal. There will also be a turnkey
application auction where anyone can buy pre-built solutions and find work
to develop.
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More facts about Vela
In the past 20 years, game
industry has maintained rapid
growth and quick iteration in the
result of the dividend release and
reform of the demand side and the
supply side.

We plan to create a platform for
Blockchain Gaming, use the
unique payment system and
reward gamers on it. Actually, Vela
has developed an intuitive all-inone e-commerce solution.

Vela blockchain technology and its
developer toolkit allow game and
application developers to enhance
their products with new features
and mechanics that are impossible
to achieve without blockchain
technology. Get ready for a stream
of innovations and rewarding
experiences you never seen
before.

Vela helps gamers to discover
new entertainment venues they
can instantly interact with without
going through a new service
account registration, safely and
effortlessly.

The combination of three
algorithms ensures a high level of
security of the blockchain and
protects recorded data from any
malicious actions, including Manin-the-Middle and 51% types of
attacks. Safety is the priority of
public blockchain.

Vela will be a virtual reality
platform powered by the Tron
blockchain. Users can create,
experience, and monetize content
and applications.

More reliable network structure,
user asset, intrinsic value and a
higher degree of decentralization
ensure better mechanism for
rewards distribution.

New blocks can be generated by
the Proof-of-Stake algorithm. The
more tokens are in a wallet, the
higher the chance to generate new
blocks. The algorithm guarantees
the return of 6% p.a.
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Token Sale Details
The Vela token sale started on the 10th October 2020. The entire sale has
been broken down into 4 individual rounds with varying discounts to the
base price (0.05 USD) for each Vela token.

Ticker

VELA

Available for sale

40.000.000 VELA

Platform

Tron Blockchain

ICO Price

0.05 USD

Token Type

Hard Cap

PoS

250 BTC
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Bonuses On A Public Token Sale
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Token Sale Information
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Roadmap
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A guaranteed profit
with STAKING PROGRAMS
 Staking № 1
Buy from 1,000 to 5,000 tokens and receive a passive income of 3 % per
month. Staking Starts Automatically after the purchase.

 Staking № 2
Buy from 5,000 to 15,000 tokens and receive a passive income of 5 % per
month. Staking Starts Automatically after the purchase.

 Staking № 3
Buy from 15,000 tokens and receive a passive income of 7 % per month.
Staking Starts Automatically after the purchase.
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Our Partners

Thank you for your interest to Vela project!

Join us!
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